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Jim Gordon meeting Lt. Sherlock knew that Abbott had back surgery during the entire time that Crawford was
kidnapped, killed, and found. Asking him what's wrong, he tells her the city is sick in a way that he didn't
realize. The paper in Cranston's pocket was the form that Gordon signed when Lamond turned Selina Kyle
over to his temporary custody. He was also able to concoct a contingency plan with Abbott, in case he was
ever caught, which would not only let him go free, but also give him immunity from prosecution for any
crimes he committed with Abbott. Barbara refuses to believe her, thinking Montoya is just jealous. While
quite a few poems in this selection are in traditional forms, the unit also includes modern poems that are free
from formal restrictions. Maroni comments that this kind of vigilante activity is bad for business in the city,
and some things just aren't done, such as murdering priests â€” "at least not in public. He takes her to the alley
but Selina begins to give no good details in the information. A poet is thus a maker and the poem something
that is made or created. Pathology It is unknown what kind of person Adam was as a child, but after he was
captured by Samuel , he became sadistic, feeding off the grief of his, and other victims', families. The man ties
Danzer to a weather balloon and Danzer floats in the sky. He would ordinarily capture kids of the families, or
the neighbours of families, that Samuel visited through his job as an exterminator, then a delivery man for the
Investor's post. He finally agreed to sign the immunity deal and told them where Abbott was. Sure enough, a
middle-aged woman is walking her dog and looks up just in time to see Cranston's body plummet onto her
head, killing her. Gordon then joins Bullock to discuss the clues concerning the death of Danzer. Bullock
sarcastically describes Smikers as a "secret" criminal mastermind, since the Balloonman has come up with the
perfect crime, a way of murdering someone that disposes of the weapon and the victim at the same time.
Gordon replies that if they fit the profile of the two previous victims Danzer and Cranston , then they will be
prominent public figures who are outwardly respectable but known to be corrupt. Falcone mentions that his
mistress Natalia was mugged, with ugly results, and Fish responds sympathetically, hoping that the mugger
paid with his life. Gordon admits that the man reported the theft, by a person matching Selina's description,
but says that still doesn't prove she was in the alley when the murder occurred. When he asked Lamond who
his final target was, Lamond's response was, "doesn't matter. He tells them that he suspected one of his former
employees, a high-school dropout named Carl Smikers , of stealing the balloons. Though Samuel was
unaffected by it, Adam fed off it. They're red and purple, blue and green, And when it is a sunny day The carts
and people get between You see them shining far away. Gordon handcuffs her and goes down the sewers to
look for the wallet. When she reveals she stole a man's wallet before going to the alley and recalling when the
man reported it, she says the wallet fell in the sewers. Bruce says he is looking for clues to his parents' murder.
Arriving at a facility, Gordon and Bullock ambush him. It was quickly realised by Sherlock Holmes that the
man not only would be too young to be the man who took Adam Kemper, but the man actually was in fact
Adam Kemper. One of the crime techs shows them an evidence bag with the contents of Cranston's pockets,
and Bullock asks why Gordon's name would be on a piece of paper in Cranston's pocket. And if there is a
wind at all They tug and tug like anything. The video was of Abbott telling them that if Adam was not
released to him by noon the next day, he would kill Mariana Castillo. Maroni approves of a man who cares for
his mother, and gives Cobblepot some money and confides that once he was a lot like "Paolo" - poor,
unknown, but he worked hard and now look at him. He asks Gordon what crime he is guilty of, killing three
men such as Danzer, Cranston and Quinn.


